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M2Desk-Classic
The M2Desk-Classic is fully integrated into a wooden table
top. You can easily mount the M2Desk-Classic on any available
table base, new or existing. M2Desk-Classic is easily fitted into
any style or type of education and can be integrated into any
classroom.

The M2Desk-Classic:
• fits on any table base
• can be mounted on existing and new frames
• is cordless and wireless
• is ergonomic
• is available on a mobile frame (the M2Desk Tumble-Table)

		
100% wireless
100% stable
100% cordless
The ergonomics of the M2Desk
The M2Desk meets all applicable health and safety
guidelines and conditions for computer screens. These
guidelines are mandatory for screens if they are to
be used continuously for two hours or more. It is
recommended to use computer screens for shorter periods.
Working with the screen
• Distance to the screen between 50 to 70 cm
• Eyes level with the top side of the screen,
between 0 to 10 cm
• Angle of the screen between 70 to 80˚
• Keyboard sticks out between 10 to 15 cm from
the front edge of the table
Reading the screen
• Reading distance 30 to 40 cm
• Angle of the screen between 45 to 60˚

Writing on the screen
• Writing surface
at an angle of 10 to 15˚

The sustainability of the M2Desk
The M2Desk only uses components that guarantee an ultra-low power consumption. This helps the
environment, has a positive effect on battery life,
and makes the TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) of
the M2Desk drop below those of desktop computers, laptops and netbooks. The M2Desk uses only
4.4% of the power of a PC.

M2Desk is energy efficient
and cost effective
HR-Touchscreen
Both the M2Desk-Flex and the M2DeskClassic can be optionally equipped with a
HR-TouchScreen (touch display). The user
controls the computer through the screen
and a keyboard can be displayed on the
screen. The HR-Touch screen features palm
suppression, which means that when writing
on the touch screen, the pressing of the palm
of the hand on the screen is not registered.

The M2Desk-Flex is the ultimate tool for taking digital tests
At the University of Groningen, M2Desk installed 300 M2Desk-Flex units for digital exams

M2Desk-Flex

The M2Desk-Flex can be built or integrated into any existing or new table top.
The M2Desk-Flex is only 4,6 cm high, contains a full PC, an HR touch screen, produces
no noise or heat, and uses only 11 watts of energy. Because of a unique suspension
system, the M2Desk has no loose parts and is easily mounted onto existing table tops.

M2Desk-Flex:
• can be integrated into any surface
• can be placed in existing and new furniture
• available in any RAL colour
• optionally available with PoE (Power over Ethernet)
• Single Cable Concept

The M2Desk is the unique solution for digital testing
M2Desk-Flex and PoE
The M2Desk-Flex can be optionally powered through Power over Ethernet (PoE). Just a single cable
is all that is needed to provide the M2Desk-Flex unit with network communications and power. This
will simplify your infrastructure and you will get an incredibly high controllability of your hardware and
software. The use of energy is so low that you can connect up to 120 M2Desks on a single power
group, and these computers will be able to function fully and simultaneously while running for example
Windows 7 Ultimate.

The M2Desk is easily integrated with the school server and digiboard

M2Desk & SpC - Semi permanent Cabling system
The SPC is a retractable cable system, based on PoE (Power over Ethernet). SPC communicates
at high speed with the school network, the Internet or the included test server. The wiring in your
classroom will be minimal and only uses low voltage. You will save significantly on energy costs.
Consumption and loss of energy is extremely low because the number of inverters is minimal. SPC
will make your space flexible. You will be able to change any room quickly and efficiently into a test
or exam location, which fully meets the specified requirements. You can roll out the system where
necessary and easily connect the M2Desk. SPC is of course also perfectly usable in existing classrooms
and other spaces where multiple M2Desk are to be deployed.

M2Desk & your savings
The power consumption of the M2Desk is only 11 watts. This means that 25 M2Desks use as much energy
as a single PC with monitor. Every year this will save you approximately 72 euros per M2Desk on your energy
bill. This is one of the main reasons why the TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) of the M2Desk, calculated over the
lifetime of 5 years, is lower than that the average workstation or notebook. Rooms equipped with M2Desks are
multifunctional. There is no separate computer classroom with specially designed furniture. With the M2Desk as
part of your classroom you can do a lot of work digitally, leading to savings on paper, pens, notebooks and general
school supplies. On a final note, the M2Desk helps saving on the costs of management. Through the use of special
software, called the M2Desk restart, management is much simpler.

M2Desk guarantees an increase in learning efficiency
M2Desk & the environment
The M2Desk company charges customers for a battery deposit when they
buy an M2Desk computer. This deposit will be returned to you after the old
battery has been returned to us. In this way we ensure that our products will
be dismantled at the end of their life in a responsible and environmentally
conscious manner. We only use 100% recyclable materials. At the end of
the durability of the M2Desk products, every part can be fully recycled into
other new products without eventually polluting the environment.

M2Desk & usable everywhere

M2Desk B.V.

The M2Desk-Flex can be easily built into any surface. Besides its uses in edu-
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cation, the M2Desk-Flex is also perfectly usable in companies and offices. As
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an example could serve the hotel lobby, a flex workspace, the Internet cafe in
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a hotel or a reading table. But also in shipping, where space is often limited,
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the M2Desk can turn any surface into a multifunctional space. Even in a
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motor home or caravan the M2Desk offers great value. Any place that is
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limited in space and where being multifunctional is a requirement, the
M2Desk provides the solution.

Visiting address:
Wattstraat 44

For more information about our company or products we kindly refer you to
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our website.					
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